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Abstract 
In this paper we consider symplectic versions of some results and constructions from the theory 
of complex projective surfaces with infinite fundamental groups. We introduce series of simple 
examples of symplectic fourfolds which are not K~ihler. All of them have infinite fundamental 
groups which are fundamental groups of complex projective surfaces and contain symplectically 
embedded Riemann surfaces with positive self-intersection a d a small image of their fundamental 
groups inside the fundamental group of the ambient symplectic fourfold. We have shown that there 
are no analogues of Zariski-Nori theorems for symplectic fourfolds. Our main results concern 
symplectic pencils of symplectically embedded Riemann surfaces. We give a universal construction 
of such pencils with rather arbitrary properties (any fundamental group in particular). We also give 
an obstruction for a symplectic Lefschetz pencil to be K~ihler. Our construction suggests that the 
embedding of the local monodromy of the fiber of the above pencils in their global monodromy 
is an invariant of the symplectic structure. © 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Symplectic structure on a smooth manifold is simply a closed nondegenerate wo-form 
and it has no local invariants. The existence of  a K~ihler metric imposes more constraints 
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on the manifold and simultaneously provides many tools to distinguish nonequivalent 
K~ihler structures. 
Any K~ihler manifold is at the same time a rather special symplectic manifold with 
a symplectic form obtained as a skew symmetric part of the Kfihler metric. Gromov 
[20] and later Donaldson [13] showed that similarity between K~ihler and symplectic 
geometry is substantially stronger than it can be expected from their formal description. 
Symplectic geometry was identified as a quasi-complex version of the K~ler  geometry. 
In the K~_hler case one has a complex structure strictly adjusted to the symplectic form. In 
the symplectic ase Gromov showed that one has an infinite-dimensional b ll of similarly 
adjusted quasi-complex structures. 
The fact that the set of adjusted (positive) quasi-complex structures i  naturally con- 
tractible allows to view symplectic manifolds as perturbed versions of K~ihler manifolds. 
It is known that compact Kfihler manifolds of complex dimension two are small deforma- 
tions of projective surfaces. Similar result conjecturally holds for any dimension but it is 
proved at the moment only for some classes of K~ler  compact manifolds (for example, 
the condition that the first Chern class is definite is sufficient). Thus symplectic versions 
of constructions and results from K~ihler geometry in the case of compact manifolds are 
coming in fact from projective geometry. 
This approach led to a sequence of new results in symplectic geometry motivated 
by projective geometry. The fact that the former is still more flexible than the projec- 
tive geometry made the approach even more fruitful. There are many situations when a 
construction which cannot be performed in projective situation due to a nontrivial ob- 
struction has its symplectic nonobstructed counterpart. Many new examples of compact 
symplectic non-K~ihler manifolds were constructed following this approach. Gompf [ 16], 
for example, realized any finitely presented group as a fundamental group of a compact 
symplectic fourfold. It is thus even more surprising that the class of symplectic manifolds 
has many features of complex projective manifolds. For instance, Donaldson [13] has 
shown that the existence of a symplectic analogue of the Lefschetz pencil. In general 
symplectic versions of projective constructions are much more flexible and the standard 
problem is to find the limits of this flexibility. 
In this article we consider mostly nonsimply-connected compact symplectic manifolds 
of dimension four (symplectic fourfolds). Our aim is to obtain symplectic versions of 
results and methods developed in geometry of complex projective varieties with infinite 
fundamental groups. We investigate the structure of the universal coverings, symplectic 
curves and Lefschetz pencils. 
In the second section we consider the symplectic version of the notion of Stein man- 
ifold, so called Weinstein manifold. Weinstein manifolds were initially suggested as a 
symplectic version of Stein manifolds by Eliashberg and Gromov [14]. 
In the third section we consider nonsimply-connected symplectic fourfolds. As it fol- 
lows from Gompf [16] the class of the fundamental groups of K~ler  compact manifolds 
(K~hler groups) is relatively small among the fundamental groups of symplectic mani- 
folds. We produce simple examples of symplectic nonsimply-connected four-manifolds 
which are not homeomorphic to projective surfaces, though they have the fundamental 
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group of a projective surface. The proof that they are nonprojective uses only elemen- 
tary arguments from algebraic geometry. The examples demonstrate (as expected) that 
the topology of the projective surface is tied substantially closer to the structure of its 
fundamental group then the topology of a symplectic fourfold. 
In the fourth section we produce xamples of symplectic urves in compact symplectic 
four-manifolds which have positive self-intersection but with a relatively small image in 
the fundamental group of the manifold. This image is contained in a normal subgroup 
of an infinite index of the fundamental group of the manifold and in fact can be zero. 
This result contrasts to the result of Zariski for complex curves. He (see, e.g., [29]) 
proved that if a smooth curve in a projective surface has positive self-intersection then 
the fundamental group of the curve maps surjectively onto the fundamental group of the 
surface. 
Projective surfaces can be fibered into families of projective curves after a finite 
blowing-up. A similar structure xists on symplectic manifolds and we consider the 
corresponding notion in Section 5. We show that there is a nontrivial topological ob- 
struction to the existence of such a fibration over the oriented Riemann surface which 
is not a sphere. It certainly requires the existence of a surjective map of the fundamen- 
tal group of the four-manifold on the fundamental group of a curve. If we want this 
fibration to be a symplectic fibration we need the fundamental c ass of the surface to 
embed into the second cohomology group of the manifold. In addition, we show that the 
fundamental group of the manifold has to have exactly one end or equivalently that the 
third homotopy group of the manifold has a support of dimension two. 
In the last section we consider the universal coverings of the symplectic fourfolds. We 
address the question if there is an analogue of holomorphic onvexity in the symplectic 
category. It is known (see, e.g., [22]) that the universal coveting of a K~]aler surface 
with a fundamental group that is a subgroup of GL(,n,, C) is holomorphically convex, 
i.e., for every infinite sequence of points on the universal covering which does not 
have a limit point there exists a holomorphic function unbounded on this sequence. 
This is a partial case of a conjecture by Shafarevich that the universal coveting of 
every projective manifold is holomorphically convex. In section four we examine if an 
analogous tatement is correct in the symplectic ategory. We address the following: 
Question (R. Stem). How do we distinguish Kfihler from symplectic Lefschetz pencils? 
In this paper by Lefschetz pencil (in topology this is known as a Lefschetz fibration) 
we mean a smooth fibration of Riemann surfaces over a Riemann surface (not necessarily 
~l) such that the genetic fiber is a smooth Riemann surface and the singular fibers have 
at most ordinary double singularities. (This is the reason why we call them Lefschetz.) 
As it follows from recent works of Donaldson's and Gompf (see [13,17]) this is quite 
general situation. 
Using a symplectic version of our construction from [5] we define an obstruction 
which distinguishes symplectic from Kfihler Lefschetz pencil structure. After the works 
of Donaldson, Gompf, Fintushel and Stem, Meng and Taubes [12,16,8,26] it became clear 
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that the difference between the K~ihler and symplectic Lefschetz pencils should be in the 
way local monodromies are glued together in a global family. (The local monodromies 
are the same--see [12,16]). Our obstruction is based exactly on this phenomenon. It is 
nonlinear by nature--so it might be useful to distinguish symplectic and Kahler Lefschetz 
pencils with the same Seiberg-Witten i variants. (The well-known examples of Gompf 
and Mrowka [18] are symplectic simply-connected four-manifolds that are not Kfihler 
due to their Donaldson invariants.) 
2. Deformations of Stein and Weinstein structures 
In [14] Eliashberg and Gromov defined the notion of a Weinstein manifold which 
is a symplectic analogue of a Stein manifold. Eliashberg proved [15] that a Weinstein 
manifold admits a compatible Stein structure. Let us recall the definition of a Weinstein 
manifold: 
Definition 2.1. We will say that a smooth symplectic manifold W is Weinstein if the 
following two conditions are satisfied: 
(1) W has a symplectic-contracting vector field v. This means that v*~c = K .~,  0 < 
K < 1, where ~ is the symplectic form on W. 
(2) There exists a Riemannian metric 9 on W and a Morse function f on W so that 
the symplectic-contracting vector field v is equal to gradg(f). 
Any Stein manifold M is a Weinstein manifold where f is taken to be a strictly 
plurisubharmonic exhaustion function and a complete metric on M which has f as a 
potential. This K~Ja'aler metric also defines a symplectic structure satisfying condition (2) 
in the above definition. 
One of the problems in complex geometry is when the universal covering of compact 
complex manifold is Stein. As the following example shows this property does not always 
persist under small deformations of the complex structure on the initial variety. 
The example belongs to I. Nakamura [28], though we present it in a slightly different 
form. We thank T. Ozhawa for pointing out this example to us. 
Let A C SL(2, C) be a matrix with real eigenvalues c~ > 1 and c~ -1 which preserves 
a full integral attice A0 ~ •4 C C 2. Let t3 be a linear automorphism of C 3 -- C ® C 2 
which acts as a multiplication by c~ on C and as A on C 2. 
Consider the complex manifold Wo = C* x C 2 c C 3. We define Xo as a quotient 
of Wo by a discrete group of automorphisms. Let Z 4 be the sublattice in C 2 which is 
invariant under A and hence /3. The quotient To = C2/Ao is a complex torus. The 
transformation/3 defines a free action of the cyclic group Z ~ (/3} on C* x To since 
the action of/3 is free on C*. We define X0 as the quotient (C* xTo)/(B}. Clearly Xo 
is a compact manifold. Its universal covering is C 3. 
The manifold Xo is not a K~ihler manifold. Indeed the tangent bundle of Xo has an 
integrable holomorphic onnection and therefore its topological first and second Chern 
classes are zero. 
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In the case of a compact K~hler manifold V the latter implies that some finite non- 
ramified covering of V is a toms and hence the group 7rj (V) contains a free abelian 
subgroup as a subgroup of finite index. In our case however 7h (X0) does not contain 
such a subgroup which yields a contradiction with the assumption of X0 being Kfihler. 
Now we construct a deformation Xt of X0 with the universal covering of X~, being 
a non-Stein space for almost all t ~ 0. We define first a family of complex spaces W~. 
Consider the natural decomposition C 3 = C 2 ~ C where B acts on C 2 as a scalar matrix 
c~ and on C as c~ J. 
Let R 2 be any IR-linear subspace of C 2. Denote as R 4 the sum ~t: ® C and by 14~ 
the complex space C 3 - R 4. Each of the spaces R 4 is invariant under the action of /3.  
It also contains a full B-invariant sublattice. If we fix the projection of A0 in C then 
there is an unique B-invariant sublattice At ~- Z 4 in R 4 with the given projection in 
C. Thus, we have a compact family of complex varieties Xt / (Bt ,  B)  parameterized by 
t E Gr~(2,4). The varieties l~  are Stein exactly when ]R~ is a C-linear subspace in C 2. 
They are parameterized by C~ j c GrR(2, 4). 
The universal covering of Xt  is a cyclic covering of Wt = C × (C 2 _~2).  The resulting 
manifold is not Stein as it can be shown using the following classical result. 
Lemma 2.1. Let f : X --~ S be a map between two Stein manifolds and assume that all 
fibers of  f are isomorphic to C. Then X is isomorphic to a line bundle over S with f 
being a projection map of  the line bundle. 
Proof. As a smooth manifold X is a topological complex bundle U over S. Assume 
first that L t is topologically trivial and there is a holomorphic section s : S --+ X for the 
projection f.  Then s(S) defines a divisor in X which is a zero-divisor of the holomorphic 
function z on X. The map z :X  --~ C is an isomorphism on any fiber Ct, t ~ S and 
hence X = S × C in this particular case. In general we can cover S by a family of 
open Stein submanifolds S i C S which satisfy the above properties. Then the preimage 
Xi c X of S~ is a Stein subvariety of X which is isomorphic to a direct product 
Si × C. Therefore X is described by a cocycle s E HI (S ,  O(A(1,C)))  where A(1,C) 
is a group of complex affine transformations of the complex line C (here we denote by 
O the corresponding structure sheaf). The group A(1, C) is an extension of C by C*. 
Since the group H 1 (S, O) = 0 we deduce from the exact cohomology sequence that 
H t (S, O(A(1, C))) = HI (S ,  O*) = Pic(S) and hence X is isomorphic to a line bundle 
over S. [] 
Remark 2.1. In fact a similar statement holds for any map of a Stein manifold X onto 
a complex manifold with a constant fiber which is a topological fibration. 
Now we can apply the above lemma to the universal covering )~t. Since )~t is a Z 
covering of the direct product C x C 2 - R 2 it is also a direct product of C and the 
universal coveting R of C 2 - R 2. 
Lemma 2.2. The universal covering 1~ of  C 2 - •2 is not Stein. 
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Proof, Consider a linear map f (2 : l ,Z2)  = Z'l + UZ2 :C  2 ---+ C where z~, i = 1,2, are 
linear coordinates with Im z~ -- 0 being the equation of R 2 and u being a nonreal complex 
number. Then f maps C 2 - ]I~ 2 onto C with fibers C*. Hence it also defines the map 
a / : R -~ C with all fibers isomorphic to C. 
Assume now that R is Stein. Then R is isomorphic to C 2 with C2/Z = C 2 - R 2. 
We obtain a contradiction by noticing that the cyclic group Z acts by translations on the 
fibers of the map f.  After a holomorphic fibrewise change of coordinates we can assume 
that Z acts as a group of translations on C 2. Then C2/Z = C 2 - C and hence the latter 
cannot be isomorphic to C 2 - ~x 2 as we have assumed. Thus we obtained a contradiction 
with R being Stein. [] 
So we can conclude that )(t is not Stein. This completes the above example. 
Remark 2.2. Let X be a compact symplectic manifold and suppose that a universal 
covering )~ of X is Weinstein. The universal coveting of any symplectic deformation 
Xt is the same smooth manifold and hence Weinstein with respect o the symplectic 
structure which is unrelated to the structure on Xt. 
In the above example X0 was not a K~ihler manifold. It is rather plausible that in 
the case of a Kfihler manifold the property of universal covering being Stein is stable 
under small deformations. It is known that in the case of Kahler surfaces, whose funda- 
mental groups are subgroups of GL(n, C), the property of the universal covering being 
holomorphically convex is stable under small deformations ( ee, e.g., [22]). 
The following lemma shows that the property of the universal covering to be Stein 
depends exactly on the triviality of one cocycle. 
Let X be a complex projective variety with an immersion i :X  ~ I? n. Consider a 
cocycle h E H 1 (]?n, f21 (i?,~)) corresponding to a hyperplane in I? n. Let s = i 'h, s E 
H'(X, 
Lemma 2.3. Let X be the universal covering of X and f : J( -~ X be the corresponding 
projection. If f* s = 0 C Hl()~, f , i ,y) l ( ]?n))  then X is Stein. 
Proof. There is an embedding of i : X --~ I? n into a projective space which induces 8 
from the generator h c H~(F  ~, f21(~n)). The element h defines an affine fibration /? 
over/?n which is a Stein manifold. Indeed it is defined by a standard extension of f)l (?n) 
which is isomorphic to the direct sum of O~ ( -  l) bundles on ~n. Now the fibration E is 
isomorphic to I? n x (II~'~) * - F where the manifold F is the incidence divisor. The divisor 
F is ample and the complement of it is a Stein manifold. So we are in the following 
situation: 
(1) (Joanolou's trick) For every projective X there is an affine variety Ex  which is an 
affine bundle over X. Moreover if X C I? '~ is an embedding Ex  may be chosen 
as the f)~'~lX torsor corresponding to the image of the hyperplane class under the 
restriction map H l (P'~, g21n ) --* H l (X, J2~n px)" 
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(2) The pull-back E~ of Ex  to the universal cover .X of X is Stein since it is an 
etale cover of an affine space. 
(3) If the pull-back of the hyperplane class to )( is trivial, then the affine bundle 
E~ --+ ~" is actually a vector bundle, hence X embeds in E~ as a closed analytic 
subset (the zero section) and thus )~ is Stein. [~ 
It is possible that the above lemma can be used to study the behavior of Stein universal 
coverings under deformations. 
Remark 2.3. If the covering )( is Stein the groups H l are trivial for all coherent sheaves 
so the converse is evidently true. 
We can easily see that the property of the universal covering of a Kahler manifold to 
be Stein is invariant under equivariant correspondences. 
Definition 2.2. We shall say that two compact K~ihler manifolds X~, X2 are in a finite 
equivariant correspondence if there exists another Kahler manifold X with two surjective 
finite maps Pi : X ~ Xi ,  i = 1,2, which induce isomorphisms of the fundamental groups 
Lemma 2.4. If  XI, X2 are in a finite equivariant correspondence then their universal 
coverings are either both Stein or both non-Stein manifolds. 
Proof. Indeed a finite map pi induces a finite map between universal coverings ~ : f( 
)~i. Recall that a complex manifold is Stein if H 1 (X, F) = 0 for any coherent sheaf. 
Since the H~()( ,F)  = H~(X~,pi ,F)  we obtain that )~i is Stein implies )( is Stein. 
Since on the other hand F is a direct summand of p~p~, F we obtain that )~i being Stein 
implies X being Stein. Thus for both Xi being Stein is equivalent to X being Stein. [] 
Elementary correspondence d fines an equivalence relation on the class of manifolds 
with isomorphic fundamental group and the property of the covering to be Stein depends 
only on the equivalence class. The above definition has its birational counterpart but we 
won't discuss it here. 
Remark 2.4. Any projective variety X is in a finite equivariant correspondence with a 
variety which has a very ample canonical class. Moreover we can easily show that each 
class contains a variety M with L 2 holomorphic (2, 0)-forms separating points on M. 
Similar equivalence exists on the class of symplectic manifolds. The difference is that 
the symplectic form on the compact manifold in principle has nothing to do with the 
form defining Weinstein structure on the universal covering. 
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3. Symplectic non-Kfihler fourfolds 
In the two-dimensional case any K~ler  surface is a small variation of a projective 
surface. Thus it is enough to consider projective surfaces. One of the main differences 
so far between projective surfaces and symplectic fourfolds is given by the following 
theorem by Gompf [16]. 
Theorem 3.1. Every finitely presented group can be realized as a fundamental group of 
such a symplectic four-manifold. 
This is quite different from the K/ihler situation where Hodge theory puts many restric- 
tions on the fundamental group (see, e.g., [1]). For example, the rank of Hl(Trj (V), ~) 
(and all subgroups of finite index) must be even if V is a smoothly compact Kahler 
manifold; the group 7rl (V) has only one end which basically excludes nontrivial free 
products from the class of Kfihler groups and so on. The above result shows that the 
class of symplectic fourfolds is in many aspects closer to the class of all manifolds than 
to the class of projective manifolds. In particular, algorithmic problems which cannot be 
solved for groups have no solution in the class of symplectic fourfolds. It also implies the 
topological difference between universal coverings of projective surfaces and symplectic 
fourfolds. Indeed we have the following topological result. 
Proposition 3.1. Let V be a fourfoM and V its universal covering. Then the rank of the 
group H3 (V, Z) coincides with the number of topological ends of the fundamental group 
7rl (V) minus one. 
Proof. The space of three-dimensional cycles in P" is dual to Hi (V/OV). Since V is 
simply-connected the latter embeds into H0(0V). The quotient is equal to Ho(V, R) -- R. 
The number k H0(O~') is exactly the number of ends. [] 
Since the universal covering of a projective surface has always one end (see, e.g., [2]) 
we obtain that the universal covering of a symplectic fourfold V with H3(V, R) > 0 is 
topologically different from the universal covering of a projective surface. The difference 
lies in fact in the homotopy groups. 
Lemma 3.1. The group H3(W,~) of a simply-connected fourfold W coincides with the 
image of 7r3 (W) under Hurewicz homomorphism. 
Proof. Indeed any codimension one cycle in W can be obtained as the image of a 
three-dimensional compact manifold M. Since W is simply-connected wecan add two- 
dimensional cells to M, kill its fundamental group and obtain the same cycle as the 
image of a homotopy sphere. [] 
Remark 3.1. We have actually H3(W) = 7f3(W)/713(W 2) where W 2 is a two-skeleton 
of W. 
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Remark 3.2. In the case of a symply-connected Kahler surface M the triviality of 
H3(M) manifests, in particular, in the absence of "shells" (following the terminology 
of M. Kato). Such "shells" do not exist in complete K~ihler surfaces which ensures the 
contradiction with nontriviality of H3 (M) under some conditions M. This approach to 
prove the triviality of H3(V) was developed by the first author (and was actually the 
subject of his talks at the Algebraic Geometry Seminar at Moscow University in 1974) 
but the proof along this line was never completed. It is still an interesting problem to 
find a proof of the result of [2] along this line. 
Let us define the notion of a large fundamental group. 
Definition 3.1. A symplectic manifold X has a large fundamental group if the image 
of the fundamental group of every symplectic two-manifold D of X in the fundamental 
group of X is infinite. 
This notion is a symplectic analogue of the notion of a large fundamental group for 
projective manifolds. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that the image of the homotopy group 792(V ) in H2(V, ~) under 
the Hurewicz homomorphism is orthogonal to the class w E H2(V, ~) of the symplectic 
form. Then V has a large fundamental group. 
Proof. Assume on the contrary that the image of the fundamental group is finite of 
order r for some symplectic surface S in V and at the same time the image of 7r2(V) in 
H2(V, R) is orthogonalto w. We know that some nonramified r-covering of S; r > 0 
lifts into the cycle in V. Hence the class rS is in the image of the the hom~ogy of 
V. Since (w, rS) > 0 (S is symplectic) the image of the homology group H2(V, R) in 
H2(V, I~)is not orthogonal to the class w. 
Since V is simply-connected 7r2(V) = H2(V). Hence we obtained a contradiction 
which proves the lemma. [] 
Corollary 3.1. Let V be a symplectic four-manifold. Suppose that 113 (V) ~ 0 and the 
map from 1-12(V) torte(V, •) is orthogonal to the class of the symplectic form on V. 
Then the manifold V is not Weinstein though it does not contain compact symplectic 
CRIWes. 
Remark 3.3. It is interesting to know if one can always find a class in H2(Trl (X), R) 
(we assume that 7rt (X) is infinite) corresponding to a symplectic form on a symplectic 
fourfold X. The answer of this question is not known for a K~ahler form on a K~ihler 
surface X. 
We would like to propose the following question: 
Question. Let V be a symplectic fourfold with a large linear fundamental group 7I" 1 (V), 
which does not have two ends. Is the universal covering V a Weinstein manifold? 
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As it was shown in [22] the above conjecture is correct if V is a Kahler surface, 
namely the universal covering of a Kfihler surface X with large fundamental group and 
such that 7rl (X) is a subgroup of GL(n, C) is Stein. As it follows from [2] the condition 
of 7q (X) not having two ends is vacuous for Kahler surfaces. 
R. Stern formulated the following important question: 
Question. When is a topological sum of two K~hler surfaces a K~ler  surface? 
If both surfaces are simply-connected the current examples that the gluing of two 
surfaces is not always a K~ihler surface use Seiberg-Witten or Donaldson invariants. In 
the case of nonsimply-connected surfaces we can use other methods. Some of them are 
quite elementary. 
Example 3.1. Let X be the Cartesian product of smooth curves K x E -~ of genus greater 
than one and F be a smooth hyperplane section in X. Assume that F 2 = N > 0. 
Consider a surface Y which has a proper map f : Y ~ F with the following properties: 
(1) The generic fiber of f is a smooth curve with a genus g > 0. 
(2) There is a section s : F -~ Y. 
It follows from the classification theory of surfaces that the surface Y has 
rk(H2'°(V)) > 0 since 9(F) > 1 The above conditions also imply that s(F)  2 ~< 0. 
Assume that - s (F )  2 ~< F 2. Then we can glue the surface Y and a surface X blown 
up at several points on F by identifying F and s(F). The resulting surface X#Y has 
a natural smoothing in the category of smooth four-manifolds since F 2 z - s (F )  2. The 
resulting smooth manifold V has a nondegenerate symplectic structure [17]. 
Lemma 3.3. The manifold V is not homeomorphic to a Kiihler (projective) surface if 
the induced map f ,  : H1 (Y, R) ---+ Hi (F, R) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. The manifold V has a continuous degree one map into a product of curves 
K x K ~. In particular, H l (V) -- H j (K x K/). Therefore both maps to K and K r are 
defined by holomorphic forms on V (see [21]). Thus the degree of the holomorphic map 
f ' :  V --~ C x C'  onto a product of curves 9(C) = g(K),  9(C)  = g(K ~) is defined in 
purely topological terms and therefore it is one. 
According to a theorem of Zariski's this map has to be a sequence of finitely many 
blow-ups. Observe that both V and C x C ~ are smooth. Hence the intersection form on 
the kernel of the map f,~ : H2(V, Z) ~ H2(C x C ~, Z) is negatively defined. On the other 
hand h2'°(Y) > 0 as it follows from the surface classification and therefore Y - s(F) 
contains a cycle S, S 2 > 0 and S-orthogonal to the Picard group of Y. 
Therefore the class of S projects trivially onto the curve F. It means that S is orthog- 
onal to the product of the elements of the first cohomology group. It implies that it lies 
in H2(V) and projects trivially under a holomorphic map V --~ C x C ~. The latter yields 
a contradiction. [] 
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Remark 3.4. We can omit the condition on the map :rl (Y) ---+ 7rl (F) using a slightly 
more elaborate version of dealing with the first cohomology. The core of the argument is
purely topological. Namely the map on the cohomology of the fundamental group into 
the cohomology of the manifold is defined by any map of a manifold into a topological 
space with the same fundamental group. On the other hand the resulting map has to be 
holomorphic in many cases when the corresponding K(F,  1) manifold is K~ihler. 
Let us make a quick analysis of the relation - s (F )  2 < F 2. 
The possible value of ,s(F) 2 in the previous example varies substantially depending 
on the surface Y and the section we take. Since on the other hand F 2 +/t; 'K = 2 9 - 2 
for both Y, C x C I we have F 2 < 29 - 2 - D(F) where D(F) is computed by degrees 
of the projection of F onto C, C' and 9(C), .q(C'). 
If Y~ is a family of curves with a section R, R 2 < 0 over ]71 we can take a finite 
map f : F  ~ ~l of a degree which is relatively small to the genus of F. Consider 
the family Y which is induced from Y'  by f.  We have s(F) = f - l (F )  is a section 
with s(F)  2 = deg fR  2. Hence we can easily produce nontrivial families of curves with 
- ,~(F)  2 < F 2. 
We can apply the same argument to any surface X which satisfies the following two 
conditions. 
(1) Any map of a degree greater than one of a projective surface V, p : V -+ X is 
homotopic to a harmonic map. 
(2) Any harmonic map above is holomorphic (or antiholomorphic). 
Let us take a projective surface V with the same fundamental group as X and with a 
given map p : V --+ X which induces an isomorphism of the fundamental group. Then 
the gluing of V with another surface as in Example 3.1 will be forced to have the same 
degree projection on X as V if the former is a K~ihler surface. Since there are plenty 
of examples of surfaces X satisfying (1) and (2) (ball quotients, Kodaira surfaces) we 
obtain in abundance xamples of homotopically equivalent nonprojective surfaces with 
fundamental groups being equal to the fundamental group of X. 
Lemma 3.4. Let X be any surface satisfying (1) and (2) and we glue it with a surface 
of general ~'pe S fibered over a curve F, 9(F) > 1 in X, after X is blown up finitely 
many times. Then the surface Y obtained after gluing is never Kahler. 
Proof. Assume on the contrary that Y is Kahler (and hence projective). Since X satisfies 
(1), (2) the resulting surface Y has a projection of degree one on X and therefore is a 
finite blow-up of X.  On the other hand h (2,°) (S) > 0 and hence there is an element with 
positive self-intersection i  the kernel of the homology map p. : H2(Y) --* H2(X). But 
the blown up X differs from X only by a subgroup of cycles with negative intersection 
form. It yields a contradiction. [] 
Remark 3.5. Similar argument can be applied to any surface V over X. 
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Example 3.2. Let us start with the Cartesian product of three copies of the curve K of 
genus greater than one. In this Cartesian product we have three diagonals K x K that 
intersect each other in curves. All three intersect in one point. There exists a natural 
smoothing of the above union of three surfaces K x K. The new smooth fourfold T will 
be a symplectic manifold since it is a special case of the general symplectic smoothing 
(see [30]). Its fundamental group is equal to 71" 1 ( /~)  X 71" 1 (K )  x 71" I (K )  and hence it 
is K~ler. In order to prove that T has no projective structure we can use the same 
reasoning as in the above example. Indeed if there is one, there exists a holomorphic 
map of degree one, T ~ K x K. According to a theorem of Zariski's this is a series 
of finitely many blow-ups. Therefore we conclude that T is not a K~ler  surface since 
71" 1(T) = 7r, (K) x 7r, (K) × 7r, (K) and 7r, (T) = 7q (K) × 71 1 (/-~) and both T and K x K 
are smooth. 
Remark 3.6. Any complex projective variety X contains a big "Stein cell"--the com- 
plement o the hyperplane section. A similar statement is true in the case of a compact 
symplectic manifold. Indeed in his proof of the symplectic hyperplane section theorem 
Donaldson [12] has constructed a Morse function on X outside the hyperplane section 
H. Therefore we get that X - H is Weinstein. By a theorem of Eliashberg [15] we can 
find a compatible Stein structure on X - H. 
It is an interesting question if a big "Stein cell" exists in any compact complex man- 
ifold. "Stein cell" is an open Stein subvariety with a complement being a finite CW- 
complex of the real codimension at least one. This question was raised by the first author 
in [3]. The answer is known to be affirmative for a rather small number of complex 
manifolds (apart from the obvious projective case) where the "Stein cell" is directly con- 
structed. The notion of "Stein cell" may sound a bit misleading for a topologist, but in 
complex geometry Stein varieties play the role of cells--they have trivial cohomology 
for any coherent sheaf and hence Stein covering plays a role of acyclic covering in the 
complex geometry. 
4. Symplectic curves 
Symplectic urves are more flexible then algebraic curves. The following result of 
Zariski's (see, e.g., [29]) ensures that fundamental groups are always large for projective 
surfaces without negative curves or a fiber structure. 
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a Ktihler surface and C an irreducible effective curve with 
C 2 > O. Then 7r 1 (C)  surjects onto 7f 1 (X) .  
We can however produce a symplectic nonsingular curve with a positive self- 
intersection and a map into the fundamental group of a symplectic manifold with the 
image of infinite index. 
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We are going to use the same procedure as in Example 3.1. Namely let us take two 
projective surfaces X, Y with the curves F C X, s (F)  C Y. We assume that F, s(F) 
are smooth and have the same genus. We also assume that F 2 = -s (F )  2. Now we glue 
X and Y by identifying F = s(F) with induced symplectic structure. This is a singular 
projective surface which cannot be desigularized projectively along F = s(F) but can be 
smoothed into a four-manifold V. The latter can be provided with a family of symplectic 
structures which degenerates into a degenerated version of a symplectic structure on the 
singular variety X#Y (see the Appendix). 
Let us begin with a general description of the construction. 
Assume that Y has an infinite fundamental group. Let s(F), t~ C Y, F, C c X be 
smooth symplectic urves with normal intersections and the following properties: 
(1) s(F)  = F, ,~(F): < 0, R: < 0; 
(2) F :  > 0, C z > 0, CF = Rs(F), -F  2 = s(F)2; 
(3) C 2+R 2 >0;and  
(4) the map 7rj (s(F)#R) ~ 7vl (Y) is contained in a normal subgroup of 7rl (Y) of 
infinite index. 
Let X,Y  be smooth projective surfaces and assume that F,C c X, s ( f ) ,R  c Y 
satisfy conditions (1)-(4) above. Let us glue X, Y under symplectic isomorphism of F 
and s(F)  which identifies subsets CF and Rs(F). Consider the smoothing of the result- 
ing gluing X#Y.  Denote it as V. It is a smooth symplectic manifold with a symplectic 
form w which degenerates into a form on X#Y with complementary singularities along 
F = ~(F). 
Lemma 4.1. The manifoM V contains a symplectic curve C which is the smoothing of 
R + C. The self-intersection ~2 = C 2 + R2 > O. The image of the fundamental group 
7rl ( C) in 7rl (V) has infinite index. 
Proof. Consider the fundamental group 7rl (V). The natural projection p:V  ~ X#Y 
induces a surjective map of the fundamental groups. The kernel is generated as a normal 
subgroup by a normal circle bundle to the curve s(F). The fundamental group of X#Y 
is an amalgamated product of the groups 7rl (X) and 7rl (Y) with the image of 7rl (F) 
being a common subgroup. In particular, there is a natural surjective map of 7rl (V) onto 
the quotient group 7rl (Y)/Im(Trl (s(F)) .  The image of 7rl (C) in the latter coincides with 
the image of 7rl (/~) and due to the condition (4) the image of 7rl (C) has infinite index 
in the group 7rl (Y)/Trl (s(F)). Hence the image of the group 7rj (C) in 7rl (V) has also 
infinite index. [] 
Now we can give a more detailed description of a special series of examples. We shall 
keep the notations of the previous lemma. 
Example 4.1. We begin with an abstract complex neighborhood U(s(F), R) of the 
graph of two irreducible curves R, s(F). Assume that U(s(F), R) is pseudoconvex 
and Rs(F) = nk, s (F)  2 = -nk  2, R 2 = - l ,  I < 'n. This neighborhood can be imbed- 
ded into a nonsingular projective surface i : U(s(F), R) ~ Y with a homomorphism of 
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the fundamental groups i.Tr, (U(s(F), R)) --~ 7r, (Y) being of infinite index. Indeed we 
can first embed this combination into a smooth projective surface M using the general 
result of L. Lempert [24] (see also [4]) and then take a covering Y of M ramified outside 
U(s(F), R) to increase the fundamental group. 
Let F 2 = -m.  Consider X to be a simply-connected surface containing a curve F in 
a pencil kL with L very ample and let F 2 = 7~k 2 = ~.  Let us take the curve C in the 
pencil L. Now we glue X#Y along F = s(F) with an identification of the sets CF and 
Rs(F). 
Desingularizing this variety we get V with wl (V) = 7rl (Y). The curve C which 
desingularizes C + _R is smooth symplectic and 
~2 = C 2 ~_R2 = n -  1 > 0. 
The image of 7r~ (C) in the group 7rl (V) is of infinite index. 
Remark 4.1. We can actually embed U(s(F), R) into a simply-connected surface to 
begin with. We can therefore make the above map of the fundamental groups 7rj (C) 
7rl (V) to be trivial. 
5. Symplectic pencils 
In this section we consider symplectic four-manifolds with additional structure of a 
family of symplectic surfaces over a surface. Let us begin with topological generalities. 
Let M be a compact symplectic four-manifold and f :M  --~ C is a projection on 
a smooth orientable surface C. Suppose that the family satisfies the following initial 
condition: 
(1) The fibers Mt are smooth connected surfaces of a genus g for all but a finite 
number of points t C C and the preimages of all points have real dimension 2. 
Denote by P the subset of the points in C corresponding to the singular fibers of f .  
In this case the monodromy group M of the family is a subgroup of the group Map(g). 
If the above fibration have singular fibers then the fundamental group 7rl (C - P)  is free 
and the fibration over C - P is defined by the monodromy group modulo isomorphism. 
Let Cp, p E P be the singular fibers of f and M ~ be a fibration over C minus a small 
neighborhood of P. In this case the volume form v on Mt defines a rank two form VM 
on M t. On the other hand we have a nondegenerate form wc on C. The sum f*wc +vM 
has rank 4 outside the singular fibers. Now we can formulate another condition: 
(2) The symplectic form w on M is an extension of f*wc + vM from M' .  
(3) We say that f is locally complex if it is smoothly equivalent to a map of complex 
manifolds on the preimage of every small disc in C. 
We can additionally simplify the fibrations which satisfy (1)-(3) and get fibrations which 
satisfy: 
(4) If f is locally equivalent to a complex Morse function then we shall say that f is 
Morse fibration. 
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(5) If in addition the different singular points of f have different images in C then 
we shall call f Morse generic. 
(6) We shall say that f has no multiple fibers if rk(df) = 2 outside a subset of 
codimension 2. 
Definition 5.1. We shall say (following [17]) that M has a structure of a pencil of curves 
over C if it satisfies the conditions (1)-(3) above and all the fibers of f are symplectic 
submanifolds with respect o w. 
Remark  5.1. If M has a structure of pencil over C which also satisfies (6) then by a 
small perturbation we can make it Morse and Morse generic. This increases however the 
monodromy group of the fibration. 
Remark  5.2. The product f*wc A w # 0 in H4(M,  I~) and hence if the variety M 
satisfies the above definition than the map H2(C, Z) ~ H2(M, Z) is injective. If the 
fibers are connected and there are no multiple fibers then the image of H2(C, Z) is a 
primitive subgroup of H2(M,  Z). In particular, it excludes Thurston's (see [31 ]) manifold 
from our list of pencils. 
The motivation for the above definition is that any projective surface admits such a 
structure after a finite blowing-up. If the fundamental group of a smooth Kahler sur- 
face V has a surjective homomorphism onto a fundamental group of a Riemann sur- 
face C, g(C) > 1, then V has a structure of a Kahler (and hence symplectic) pencil 
f :  V ~ C'  over some curve C', g(C') >1 9(C). The map 9: V ~ C is homotopic to a 
decomposition h f where h : C ~ --+ C. 
According to Donaldson after some symplectic blow-ups any symplectic compact 
manifold S has a structure of a symplectic Lefschetz pencil (see [12]). However, the 
stronger version of the Lefschetz pencil fibration over a curve of genus 9 > 0 does not 
exist in the nonsimply-connected case for a general compact symplectic four-manifold. 
The first obstruction comes from the remark above describing the map on the sec- 
ond cohomology group. Namely if we have a map f :M  --, C, 9(C) > 0, with 
a generic irreducible fiber then there is a surjective map of the fundamental groups 
f ,  : 7r, (M) ~ 7r, (C). The corresponding map f * :  H2(Trl (C), Z) ~ Hz(Tr, (J~[)) has to 
be an embedding. We have another natural embedding 7r* : Hz(Trl (M), Z) ---+ H2(M, Z). 
It puts a restriction on the structure of the fundamental group of M provided the latter 
has a structure of a symplectic pencil over a surface (7, g(C) > 1. 
There is another simple homotopic obstruction. 
Lemma 5.1. Let M be a four-dimensional symplectic manifold which has a map onto 
a curve C, g(C) >>- 1 which satisfies (1). Then 71-3(_~f)/71-3(M 2) = 0 where AI 2 is a 
skeleton of dimension 2 in M. 
Proof. Consider the universal covering H of C. It induces a nonramified covering M t 
of M. It is fibered over a contractible manifold. A map f :S  3 ---+ M lift into the map 
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f ' :  S 3 ~ M'.  Let D be a disc in H which contains the projection of ft(S3). We can 
choose a line L in D which divides it in two parts and contains all the singular fibers. 
Let XD be a preimage of D in M '  and XL be the preimage of L. We have a natural 
retraction of X '  onto XL. The set XL is a complex of dimension 3 which is a manifold 
with nonempty boundary outside of the singular subset of the singular fibers. The latter 
is of dimension one. Hence XL retracts onto its subcomplex of dimension 2. It implies 
that the image of ft(S3) is homotopic to a subset of dimension two on M. This finishes 
the proof of the lemma. [] 
Corollary 5.1. If Trl ( M) has more than one end, then a compact four-manifold M has 
no projections on surfaces of genus g >1 1 satisfying condition (1). 
Corollary 5.2. Let f : M --+ I? 1 be a map satisfying (1). Then any element of 7r3(M) 
which lies in the complement to a fiber belongs to the image of 7r3(M2). In particular, 
any element x E 7r3(M)/Tr3(M 2) defines an element r(x) E 7rl (Ct) for generic fiber Ct. 
The latter is invariant under the action of the monodromy group modulo conjugation. It 
also lies in the kernel of the homomorphism of the fundamental groups 7rl ( Ct ) --~ :rl ( M). 
If we do not restrict he genus of the base we have a lot of freedom in constructing 
symplectic fibrations of Riemann surfaces. 
Let us show first that we can construct a complex K~ihler pencil over a disc with any 
k be an imbedded smooth prescribed ata. Namely let X0 be a surface of genus 9 and s i 
closed curve in X. Assume that for any k the curves s~ do not intersect. We shall also 
assume that the cycles s~,, sjk define different conjugation classes in 7rg for a given k. 
This set of curves provides with a degeneration data. In fact if X is a symplectic pencil 
over C then by taking a family of paths which connect a given point 0 with all the 
singular fibers we can pull the family of vanishing cycles onto one fiber. 
Lelnma 5.2. There exists a Kgihler family X of complex curves of genus g > 3 fibered 
over a complex disc D with a given set of vanishing cycles ski on Xo. 
Proof. Consider a moduli space M 9 of the complex curves of genus g > 3. It is a 
compact complex manifold with at most quotient singularities which correspond to the 
stable curves with nontrivial endomorphisms. Any set of nonintersecting vanishing cy- 
cles corresponds to a degeneration of the curve with only double singular points, Stable 
degenerations correspond to the divisors SI in Mg where I describes the type of stable 
degeneration. Let M ° be an open subvariety of M 9 corresponding to the smooth curves 
of genus g without automorphisms. Then 7rl (M °) = Map(g). The condition that s~, sjk 
define different conjugation classes in 7rg means that a topological degeneration of X0 
k for a given k corresponds to some stable degener- obtained by contraction all curves s~ 
ation of I. Thus in order to construct our family we first construct local complex discs 
Dk which intersect ransversally divisors S1(k) corresponding to different degeneration 
types of X0. Now we pick up a point 0 E M ° and consider a family of smooth paths 
to k which connect 0 with all the discs Dk in such a way that the monodromy along that 
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k with the set of vanishing cycles over the family of stable path t~ identifies the set s~ 
curves induced on Dk. Consider the union of all to ~" and dDk. It is a one-dimensional 
complex--"octopus"--which canbe imbedded into a local complex analytic disc D after 
a small variation. The family of stable curves induced over D provides with a K~ihler 
family of curves which has a desired property. 
Every combination s~ for a given k defines a volume preserving diffeomorphism Tk 
of X as a product of the commuting positive Dehn twists corresponding to different ~s~. 
Thus we have a natural subgroup My(T) C Map(g) which is a minimal monodromy 
group of the corresponding family. [] 
The disc obtained above can be chosen in such a way that it completes into an algebraic 
curve in the moduli space. In particular we can realize a small variation of the above 
fibration with the same topology as a restriction of a projective fibration over a curve 
onto a disc embedded into the curve. In general however we have to add some other 
singular fibers. 
We can complete this family symplectically without adding new singular fibers. 
Lemma 5.3. Let X be a symplectic fibration of the curves of genus 9 > 2 over a disc 
D. Then there exists symplectic family over a complete curve C such that the restriction 
of this family on D C C is the above family and all singular fibers correspond to the 
points in D. 
Proof. The mapping class group Map(g) coincides with its commutant for g > 2. There- 
fore if we consider the element of Map(g) defined by r : 7r 9 --+ 7rg corresponding to the 
monodromy over the boundary of D it can be decomposed into the product of commu- 
tators [aibi]. We can consider a~, b~ as standard generators of the fundamental group of 
a curve and lift them into volume preserving diffeomorphisms of 3/o. Hence the product 
will be homotopic to r and we can glue the symplectic family over the curve C. [] 
Corollary 5.3. Let Ms, be a subgroup of Map(g) generated by transformations Tk. 
Consider any subgroup M of Map(g) which contains Ms' and has a property that the 
element r lies in the commutator fM. Then we can complete the family over D described 
above into a symplectic family over some complete Riemann surface C so that the family 
has M as a monodromy group. 
Remark 5.3. We have no control over the genus of the curve g in the previous con- 
struction and the monodromy group increases ubstantially after such a completion. 
6. An obstruction 
In this section we define an obstruction that distinguishes projective and symplectic 
Lefschetz pencils. The idea is to relate some known facts about he universal coverings of 
projective surfaces to the symplectic fourfolds. As we have mentioned in the introduction 
the obstruction measures the way we glue local monodromies in a global one. 
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We explain first the local computation with the vanishing cycles which is the basis 
of the construction. We are going to repeat the principal statements from [5] for a 
completeness of the exposition. 
Let XD be a symplectic fibration of Riemann surfaces fibered over a disc D. We 
assume that fibers over a punctured isc D* = D - 0 are smooth curves of genus 9 and 
the projection t : X ~ D is a complex Morse function. In particular, the fiber X0 over 
0 C D has only quadratic singular points and it has no multiple components. Denote by 
P the set of singular points of X0 and by T : Xt --~ Xt the monodromy transformation 
acting on the fundamental group of the general fiber Xt. This action can be described in 
terms of Dehn twists. It also defines an action on the first homology group of the general 
fiber. 
The following proposition describes completely the topology of XD and the projection 
t : XD -+ D. It is well known that the action of the monodromy on the fundamental group 
of the fiber determines the the topology of the fibration. We will state only the facts we 
need. 
Proposition 6.1. 
(1) There is a natural topological contraction cr : XD -+ Xo. 
(2) The restriction of cr on X~ is an isomorphism outside singular points Pi C Xo. It 
contracts the circle Si C Xt  into Pi. Monodromy transformation T is the identity 
outside small band B~ around Si and in Bi, T coincide with a standard Dehn 
twist. 
Proof. See [7]. Under the above contraction the generic fiber Xt projects onto a special 
fiber X0 isomorphically outside of P. Preimage of any singular point Pi is a smooth, 
homotopically nontrivial curve S~ c Xt. [] 
Definition 6.1. We will call the loop Si in a free homotopy group of Xt a geometric 
vanishing cycle. 
Remark 6.1. The notion of vanishing cycle is quite standard and normally means a free 
homotopy class which is killed by the above retraction, or its homology counterpart. We 
shall use this notation to denote also geometric vanishing cycle when it does not lead to 
a confusion. 
Remark 6.2. The direction of the standard Dehn twist is defined by the orientation 
of S~ which in turn is defined by the complex structure of the neighborhood of the 
corresponding singular point of the singular fiber. 
Definition 6.2. We denote by Dei the topological Dehn transformation of Xt and by 
Dei,H its action on the homology of Xt. 
The monodromy transformation T locally around X0 is a product of Dehn transfor- 
mations Dei with nonintersecting support. 
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Lemma 6.1. 
(1) The monodromy transformation T acts via a unipotent ransformation TI4 on the 
homology group HI (Xt, Z). 
(2) (1 - TH)  2 = O. 
(3) (1 -- TH N) = 0 (modN) for  an)' N. 
Proof. (See, e.g., [5].) The geometric vanishing cycles consist of two different types: 
The first type includes homologically nontrivial vanishing classes. They are all equiv- 
alent under the mapping class group Map(9). The latter can be described as the group 
of connected components of the orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the Rieman- 
nian surface of genus 9- The vanishing cycle from this class is a primitive lement of 7rg 
which means it can be included into a set of generators of 7rg satisfying standard relation 
defining the fundamental group of the curve. 
The second class consists of elements in 7r 9 which are homologous to zero. Any 
vanishing cycle of this type cuts the Riemann surface Xt into two pieces and the number 
of handles in these pieces is the only invariant which distinguish the type of a cycle 
under the action of Map(9). [] 
Definition 6.3. We shall denote the vanishing cycles of the first type as NZ-cycles and 
the second type as Z-cycles. 
Vanishing Z-cycles correspond tothe singular points of the singular fiber which divide 
this fiber into two components and NZ-cycles correspond to the ones which do not. 
Each Z-cycle defines a primitive lement in the center of the quotient 7rg/[[Trg, 7%], 7rq], 
while each NZ-cycle defines a primitive element in the abelian quotient 7rg/[Tr~, 7rg] = 
Z2C 
Assume now that we made a change of the variable t = u N and consider the induced 
family of curves over D with a coordinate u. Denote the resulting family as Xu.  It is 
a singular fourfold and the singular set can be identified with the set P of the singular 
points of the fiber X0. New monodromy transformation T v = T N and therefore acts 
trivially on Ht (Xt,  ZN), t • 0, by Lemma 4.1. 
Lemma 6.2. The fourfold Xu  contracts to the central fiber Xo. 
Remark 6.3. The fundamental group 7rl(X9 -P )  = 7rl(XD) = 7rl(X0) since the 
singular points of the fiber X0 are nonsingular points of XD. The analogous tatement 
is not true however for Xu.  
Theorem 6.1. The fundamental group 7rl ( Xu  - 19) is equal to the quotient of 7rl ( X t  ) = 
7rg by a normal subgroup generated by the elements N. 
Proof. See [5]. [] 
Let us denote by Gx the fundamental group of Xu - P and by )( its universal 
covering. The description of the group Gx can be obtained in pure geometric terms. 
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Namely the vanishing cycles Si do not intersect and therefore we can first contract Z- 
cycles to obtain the union of smooth Riemann surfaces X~ with normal intersections. 
The following statement is the key point of the construction. 
Theorem 6.2. There is a natural Gx-invariant embedding of X into a smooth symplectic 
fourfold Xu  with Xu/Gx  = Xu.  The complement of X in Xu  consists of a discrete 
subset of points. 
The universal covering of the complement to singular points induces a cyclic nonram- 
ified N-covering of the neighborhood of any singular point--(D 4-pt ) - -w i th  a standard 
symplectic structure which extends to the whole disc D 4. 
The construction can be easily globalized to a symplectic fibration over an oriented 
Riemann surface with the fibers having only complex Morse singularities (it is a straight- 
forward symplectic analogue of the complex globalization construction i [5]). Thus the 
generic fiber is a smooth Riemann surface Xt, t E C of genus 9. As in the previous 
section we denote the fundamental group of Xt by 7r 9. 
Abusing the notations now we denote by P the set of all singular points of the fibers 
and by Pc  the set of points in C corresponding to the singular fibers. Thus f (P )  = Pc 
and all points in P are singular double points. The principal difference of the global 
situation lies in the presence of the global monodromy group which is the image of 
7rl (C - Pc)  in the mapping class group Map(9). 
We denote this group by Mx.  Let us select now an integer N and consider a base 
change h:R  --~ C where R such that the map h is N-ramified at all the preimages of 
the points from Pc in R. Consider the fourfold S obtained via a base change h : R ---, C. 
We have the finite map h~:S ~ X defined via h and the projection 9:S  -+ R with 
a generic fiber St -- Xh(t). The fourfold S is singular with the set of singular points 
equal to h -  1 (p) = Q and the set of singular fibers over the points of h- i  Pc  = PR. The 
monodromy group Ms of the family S is subgroup of finite index of the group Mx.  
Theorem 6.3. The fundamental group 7r l ( S -  Q ) is an extension of Tr l ( R ) by the quotient 
of Tro by a normal subgroup generated by the orbits of Ms(sN). 
Proof. Indeed we have a natural surjection of rrg on the kernel of projection onto 7rl (R) 
since there are no multiple fibers in the projection g. A standard Van Kampen type of an 
argument reduces all relations to the local ones. For more details see [5]. [] 
Now we move to the second step of our construction getting out of S - Q a smooth 
compact manifold S N with almost he same fundamental group. Let us assume that N 
is either odd or it is divisible by 4. 
Lemma 6.3. There exists a smooth symplectic fourfold S N with a finite map f : S N --+ S 
such that the image of the homomorphism f ,  "Tr~ (S N) ~ 7rl (S - Q) is a subgroup of 
finite index in 7rl(S - -  Q). 
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As it was already shown there exists a projection of 71" 1 (Xg) to a finite group UCb ~ 
which is invariant under Map(g). This projection factors through the fundamental group 
of a small neighborhood of any singular fiber of S - Q. Therefore, if the map h : S ~ R 
has a topological section we obtain a finite fibrewise covering of S which is ramified only 
over the singular set Q. Since the resulting manifold coincides locally with the smooth 
manifold described above so it is also smooth and the map f is finite. If there is not a 
topological section we first make a base change nonramified at PR in order to obtain such 
a section and then apply the previous argument. Since the map f is finite the preimage 
f - i (Q)  consists of a finite number of smooth points and therefore 71" 1 (S  N)  ~-- 71" 1 (S  N -- 
f - I  (Q)). This also proves the fact that the image of the homomorphism f ,  :Trl (S N) --~ 
7rl (S - Q) is a subgroup of finite index in 7rl (S - Q). One thing we need to worry about 
is if the fourfold S N is symplectic. This follows from [16,19] since the fourfold X is 
symplectic to start with (see also the Appendix for general discussion). 
Now we define an obstruction--the main goal of this section. We begin with a sym- 
plectic fourfold X. Consider the corresponding Lefschetz pencil with reducible fiber. 
Fix an integer N and consider the symplectic fourfold S N defined above. Let p be a 
representation p : 7rl (S N) ~ GL(n, C), whose image is not virtually equal to Z. Denote 
by Yi the components of the preimage of the reducible fiber of S in S N and denote by 
F the general fiber of S N. Denote by F the image of 7rl (F) in 7vj (S N) and by F,i the 
images of the fundamental groups of Yi in 7Vl (sN). If the restrictions of p on F and/~i 
for every i are both finite or infinite we will say that the obstruction O(X)  N,'~ is equal 
to zero and to one otherwise. 
Proposition 6.2. l f  S is Kiihler, O(S) N'~ is trivial for eveo' pair N, n as above. 
Indeed otherwise we will have that covering of S x with linear Galois group contains 
connected infinite chain of compact Riemann surfaces o it cannot be holomorphically 
convex. This contradicts the fact proved in [22] that a covering of a Kahler surface with 
a linear virtually not equal to Z Galois group is always holomorphically convex. 
One approach to construct such an example of a symplectic fourfold with nontrivial 
obstruction O(X) N,n is the following. Start with a curve of genus greater than one as a 
base curve and chose monodromies in the following way: 
(1) In one singular fiber we have a curve of higher genus that splits as a sequence of 
elliptic curves. 
(2) The monodromy around this singular fiber has block diagonal form plus a nilpotent 
element. 
(3) All other singular fibers have only one vanishing cycle that is nonhomologous to 
zero and the monodromy in these fibers has block diagonal form with the same 
blocks as in the fiber with the elliptic curves. 
(4) We have enough singular fibers so that the image of the fundamental group of a 
generic fiber in the above fibration is trivial. 
As it follows from the above discussion we can find a smooth fibration X of Riemann 
surfaces over a Riemann surface of genus greater than one. According to Gompf [16] 
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this fibration will be a symplectic fourfold. Now we apply our construction to X. As it 
follows from [5] the image of the fundamental groups of the preimages of the elliptic 
curves in 7rl (S N) will be finite and the image of the fundamental group of generic fiber 
of S u in 7rl (S N) will be infinite. It contains a free product of at least two ZN. So we 
conclude that O(X)  u'n is not trivial and therefore the above fibration is not K~ihler. 
Here we suggest an approach for constructing examples which shows that we can con- 
struct symplectic Morse fibrations with rather arbitrary topological properties in particular 
they might violate the above properties of the K~ihler Lefschetz pencils. 
Lemma 6.4. I f  G is a finite connected graph, then there is a process to delete all vertices 
one by one with the remaining raph being connected on each step. 
Proof. Evident. [] 
Definition 6.4. Let X 9 be a Riemann surface of genus 9. We defne the Wiler transform 
X h as a Riemann surface obtained by adding h 9 handles to X 9. 
Remark 6.4. We denote the above procedure--adding local handles--as the Wiler trans- 
form since Wiler invented a similar procedure for the addition of local topological handles 
in an attempt to fit quantum particles (particularly electrons) into the geometrical frame- 
work of general relativity. 
Let 81, 82 be two local smooth curves in the Riemann surface X 9 which intersect 
transversally at a point p lying in the middle of the interval 1 C sl. After adding a 
handle H which joins the surface X g at the ends of the interval I we can change sl by 
removing the interval I and inserting instead the interval F lying in H. The curve s' l thus 
constructed won't intersect s2. We have a natural projection p : X h --* Xg which maps 
a new handle H into the interval I. The kernel of p. : 71" 1 (X  h ~ 7r I (xg) )  is generated 
by the subgroups corresponding to the handle H and hence it is generated by a cycle 
represented by a smooth homologically nontrivial curve inside X h. Moreover there are 
two smooth cycles a, b in the new handle H with intersections: (a, b) -- 1, (a, s~l) = 1, 
(a, 82) = 0, (b, 8~) = 0, (b, 82) = 1. Geometrically a corresponds tothe "short" (latitude) 
cycle on the handle and b to the "long" meridional cycle. The image p(a) is an interval 
which is perpendicular to I, and p(b) coincides with 1. 
Let f:Tr 9 ~ F be any surjective homomorphism with a nontrivial kernel from the 
fundamental group of a Riemann surface of genus 9, 7rg, to an arbitrary finitely presented 
group F. Assume that: 
(1) Ker f  of the map f:Tr 9 ~ F contains a cycle s and cycles d l , . . .  ,d4 so that 
T 2 • T 2 . . .  T4 2 = 1. Here T, T1, . . . ,  T4 are positive Dehn twists corresponding to the 
cycles s and d j , . . . ,  d4. 
All other cycles si generating Ker f satisfy the following conditions: 
(2) si has no self-intersections. 
(3) si, sj intersect transversally in at most one point. 
(4) The intersection graph G corresponding to s~ is connected. 
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The graph G is obtained by assigning a point to each loop si and we join i and 3, if 
s~ and sj intersect. Any two vertices of G are connected by at most one edge. We need 
the following standard graph theory fact. 
Lemma 6.5. Let f : 7rg ~ F be any surjective homomorphism with a given set of  gen- 
erators si E Ker f as a normal subgroup of  7r o. After applying a Wiler transformation 
we can deform ,si so that we obtain a fibration X over a disc D with 7rl (X )  = F and a 
map 7r 9 ~ F satisfying conditions (1)-(4). The generic fiber of  X is a Riemann surface 
of  genus h > g. 
Proof. Indeed let f : 7r 9 -~ F be any surjective homomorphism and X '  a fibration over 
a disc D with 7q(X')  = F. The generic fiber of X ~ is a Riemann surface of genus g. 
Step 1. We will show how to arrange assumption (1). Let Xg be a Riemann surface of 
genus g. We consider a smooth map to X2- -a  Riemann surface of genus 2. The relation 
T 2 - T 2 . . .  T4 2 : 1 is satisfied in 7rl (X2). (Indeed we can easily construct a fibration of 
genus two Riemann surfaces over S 2 with the above relation as a monodromy relation. 
For this we need to take a two-sheeted covering of S 2 × S 2 ramified at five lines.) Now 
we lift it to X~. 
Step 2. We can deform cycles representing s~ independently to obtain a connected 
family where all intersections are transversal. Now we can apply a Wiler transform to 
obtain a new surface X n with a set of smooth curves s~ and p(s~) = si. The kernel 
of p. f  : 7rl (X h) ~ 7q (X 9) is generated by cycles s~ and the generators of the group 
corresponding to new handles. Therefore if we add cycles ai, b~ in every new handle/4,/ 
described above we generate the whole group Ker(p. f )  and the intersection graph will 
remain connected. This finishes the proof. [] 
Now we show how to realize F as a fundamental group of a compact symplectic 
fourfold so that we also have control on some vanishing cycles. 
Lemma 6.6. Assume that the system of cycles s, d l , . . .  ~d4, Si, 1 < i < l, satisfies con- 
ditions (1)-(4). Then there exists" a symplectic four-manifold V with a symplectic Morse 
type fibration over S 2 such that all s,i are among the vanishing cycles of  this fibration 
and 7rl (V)  = F. The generic fiber of  this symplectic Morse type fibration over 5; 2 is 
much higher than g. 
Proof. See [611. [] 
Thus we can obtain a symplectic family with a given surjective map 7rh --~ 7rl (V) 
modulo Wiler transform. 
Remark 6.5. In the proof of the above lemma we have used a well-known fact that 
positive Dehn twists generate the mapping class group of the surface of genus one minus 
one point. It follows from the existence of projective lliptic surfaces fibered over S 2 with 
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the property that the projection on S 2 is a Morse map, all singular fibers are irreducible 
with one singular point only and the fibration has a section. 
The minimal number of singular fibers in the elliptic fibration above is 12 which 
corresponds to the constant 1/12 in the formula for cocycle describing Virasoro algebra. 
Example. Let f:Tr 9 ~ F in the above construction be a composition f = t.h with 
h:Trg ~ Yg where Fg is a free group with g generators and t :Fg ~ F. We assume 
that ]Fg is realized as a fundamental group of two normally intersecting spheres and h 
corresponds to the contraction of g ÷ 1 noninterseting cycles si nonhomologous to zero 
in X 9. Thus xg  is split by si in two discs Di, D2 with g holes. Assume that the group 
Ker f is generated by some connected finite subset of curves in X 9 which include all 
si. Now we apply the Wiler transform to realize the above set as the set of vanishing 
classes in some symplectic fibration over S 2. 
In this case we can realize a special fiber in the above construction as the union of two 
curves with the trivial images of the fundamental groups of the individual components 
plus may be more components but also with trivial images of their fundamental groups 
in F. 
Namely we can assume that the new handles of the Wiler transform have a support 
which does not intersect si. The new handles correspond tothe intersection of two curves. 
If neither of them is si then we add handle with both ends inside one of the discs Dj or 
D2. If one of the curve is si we add a handle H which joins D1, D2. The cycle SH C H 
which separates D1, D2 is then added to the set of si. Since all nonintersecting cycles si 
can represent the vanishing cycles for a particular singular fiber of a fibration we obtain 
that the corresponding fiber consists of two smooth normally intersecting curves and the 
image of the fundamental groups of the components is trivial in / ' .  Hence if/" is infinite 
the obstruction O(X)  l,n will be one in this case. 
We can also easily construct a symplectic Lefschetz pencil X over S 2 with the fol- 
lowing additional properties: 
(1) The fundamental group of the family F is a K~hler group (e.g., a lattice in a 
semisimple group). 
(2) The action of the monodromy group on the first homology group of the general 
fiber is absolutely irreducible. 
Now we see that for this symplectic pencil O(X)  l'n will be one and all other known 
obstructions for X to be a K~ihler Lefschetz pencil seems to vanish. More details and 
examples will appear elsewhere. 
The above considerations (see also the Appendix of this paper) suggest two questions: 
Question A (G. Tian). Is every symplectic Lefschetz pencil a symplectic gluing of com- 
plex Lefschetz pencils? 
Here by symplectic gluing we mean the procedures introduced by Fintushel and Stern 
[9] and Gompf [16]. One can ask also if every symplectic fourfold X (after finitely many 
symplectic blow ups and some deformations of the symplectic form) can be obtained as 
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a smoothing of the complex of projective (or even rational varieties). We start with a 
two-dimensional simplicial complex S. Let us define the variety M0 corresponding to
S. The vertices .vi of the complex correspond to some projective surface Xi.  The edges 
ci,j correspond to the normal intersection of the projective surfaces Xi, Xj along the 
curve Ci,j. The triangles describe the points of triple intersections. There is a simple 
condition which is necessary to smooth the above complex of projective varieties into a 
smooth four-manifold. The best way to formulate it is to notice that the existence of the 
family M~ with M~ = ~ X~ being smooth implies M~Xi = 0 which can be detected on 
the curves of intersection Cz,j as Ci, jMo = 0. This condition is also sufficient o get a 
smooth manifold Mr. We can actually obtain the deformation family Mt as the family 
of smooth algebraic varieties over real numbers (see the Appendix). 
Remark 6.6. The smoothing procedure was elaborated by Fintushel and Stern [9] and 
Gompf [16]. In the neighborhood of a triple intersection this variety is locally given by 
the equation zj z223 = 0 and the gluing corresponds to the changing it to zj z2z3 = e. The 
existence of symplectic structure on this kind of gluing was worked out by M. Symington 
in her thesis [30]. 
This representation is not unique for a given symplectic variety. Any complete in- 
tersection in a projective space and many other projective surfaces can be obtained as 
different desingularizations of the complexes of rational surfaces. This class of surfaces 
also supplies with natural identities between different complexes above representing the 
same symplectic manifolds. 
In particular, we can substitute any smooth surface by the complex of simpler surfaces 
which can be smoothed into a given surface. Thus we can substitute the projective 
complete intersections, rational and elliptic fibrations and many other classes in the 
above picture by the complexes of rational surfaces. It may happen that the class of 
complexes of rational surfaces is sufficient o represent any symplectic four-manifold 
after a symplectic desingularization. 
Question B. Is it true that for every symplectic ompact four-manifold V we can find 
a smooth symplectic fibration R of surfaces over a surface with a surjective symplectic 
map (see the Appendix) of a nonzero degree f : R -* V? 
Remark 6.7. This is a symplectic version of the question raised in the case of projective 
surfaces by EA. Bogomolov and D. Husemoller (Preprint, University of Maryland, 1993). 
The latter appeared as a part of the general conjecture on the structure of the dominant 
projective manifolds. 
We would like to indicate how our obstruction can be used to distinguish two sym- 
plectic Lefschetz pencils Xi and X2 with similar local monodromies. 
According to Matsumoto [25] two C °~ Lefschetz pencils Xj and X2 are diffeomorphic 
if their global monodromies are the same. 
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Let Xj and X 2 be two symplectic Lefschetz pencils with a generic fiber a Riemann 
surface of genus greater than one. An invariant that distinguishes X1 and X2 as symplectic 
Lefschetz pencils could come from their global monodromies. The obstruction O(X)  u,n 
can be used for defining such an invariant in the following way. Denote by W(Xi ) ,  i = 
1,2 the smallest N for which O(Xi) N'n is not trivial. In case all O(Xi) N'n are trivial 
we will say that W(Xi )  = O. 
Proposition 6.3. If W ( X~ ) ¢ W(X2) then X1 and X2 are not symplectomorphic with 
the considered symplectic Lefschetz pencil structure. 
Indeed as it follows from the construction above this means that the global mon- 
odromies of X1 and X2 are different. So it is natural to ask the following: 
Question C. Can one find two homeomorphic symplectic Lefschetz pencils Xi and X2 
so that W(X1) ~ W(X2)? 
A positive answer of this question would mean that certain information about the 
symplectic structure of a symplectic nonsimply-connected fourfold X is contained in the 
universal covering )~ or some intermediate Galois coverings X ~, )( ~ X t --+ X. If 
we follow the analogy with the projective surfaces we can think of the Seiberg-Witten 
invariants as analogue of the Hodge theory of the projective surfaces. Following this 
analogy then we can think of all nonramified coverings of a symplectic fourfold and 
their Seiberg-Witten i variants as the analogue of the Tanakian category of all complex 
variations of Hodge structures (CVHS) over a projective surface. It is easy to see that one 
should include Seiberg-Witten i variants of ramified coverings of symplectic Lefshetz 
pencils as well. 
What we are suggesting in this paper is that in the same way as CVHS are not enough to 
study the monodromy of Lefschetz pencils in the projective situation, the Seiberg-Witten 
invariants may not be enough to handle the monodromy of the symplectic Lefschetz 
pencils or more generally fibrations of Riemann surfaces. Interesting directions to look 
at are: 
(1) Are there any restrictions on symplectic monodromy? 
(2) Are there any invariants of the symplectic structure beyond the monodromy of 
symplectic Lefschetz pencils or some ramified coverings of them? (It is expected 
that eventually there will be a procedure that will give Seiberg-Witten i variants of 
a symplectic fourfold X in terms of the monodromy of some symplectic Lefschetz 
pencil structure on X.) 
The meaning of the invariant W(X)  defined above is to measure how local mon- 
odromies come together in a global one. Observe that one can define similar invariants 
without specifying a linear representation a d working directly with the images of the 
fundamental groups. 
As we have seen in this section the action of the monodromy group of a symplectic 
Lefschetz pencil on the first homology group of the fiber does not need to be irreducible. 
One wonders if there are any properties of the projective Lefschetz pencils that still 
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hold for symplectic Lefschetz pencils. It is easy to see that if we fix a metric over a 
symplectic Lefschetz pencils we get a map from f:(l?l-points) --+ M to the moduli 
space M of abelian varieties. The almost complex structure on the symplectic Lefschetz 
pencil defines a complex structure on the fibers which allows us to assign an abelian 
variety--the Jacobian to every fiber. 
Question D. Is there such a metric on the symplectic Lefschetz pencil for which the 
map f : (~l_points) --~ M is harmonic? 
Obviously this is an analogue of the holomorphic period map in projective geometry. 
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Appendix A. Imitating projective geometry 
Some constructions considered in the article imitated similar constructions in projective 
geometry. Their symplectic versions were elaborated in many articles. Here we give a 
brief explanation why do they actually work in the symplectic ase. 
We consider only fourfolds. If C is a smooth, symplectic, compact codimension two 
manifold in a symplectic fourfold V, w, then there is K~ihler structure in the neighborhood 
U(C),  which is compatible with w and such that the curve C is a complex curve. Similar 
result holds if we have a family of normally intersecting smooth symplectic urves. The 
corresponding K~ihler structure can vary allowing any complex structure on the curve. 
The K~ihler metric and form w can be obtained from the Ricci curvature of the line 
bundle corresponding to the canonical class. Topologically it is the same bundle as the 
bundle defined by w. So we can adjust forms by manipulating with densities in the 
corresponding bundle. Let us look first at the finite maps. If f :V  ~ M is a finite 
map of smooth manifold V onto a symplectic four-manifold M, w then in general f *w 
is singular form at the points where df is not surjective. However, if f looks like a 
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holomorphic map in the neighborhood of a ramification subset rk df < 4 then we can 
find a symplectic nondegenerate form which is closed to f*w. Namely assume that f is a 
local isomorphism outside a subset C t which is of codimension at least 2 in V. Assume 
also that C = f(C t) is a symplectic (may be singular) subvariety of M. Then we can 
produce a symplectic structure on V if additionally the following condition is satisfied: 
Small neighborhoods U(C) and U(C') have complex structure such that f is a holo- 
morphic map and form w is a Kahler form compatible with respect to the complex 
structure on U(C). 
In this case let L be a line bundle on V which restricts into an ample line bundle on 
U(C'). The form w on U(C') is obtained as dd' log SL where SL is some density on 
L. Since the corresponding metric is positive in U(C) we can find a small perturbation 
of f*SL in f*L which is trivial outside a small neighborhood of C ~ and defines a form 
positive everywhere. To do this we just add a real function to log SL which satisfies this 
properties in the neighborhood U(C). 
That means we can find a closed from v(t) on M which has the following properties: 
(1) v(t) = 0 outside of U. 
(2) v(O) = o. 
(3) f*w + dv(t) is a nondegenerate symplectic form on V. 
If there is a finite map between symplectic four-manifolds which satisfy the above 
conditions then it is quite natural to consider this map as symplectic though it degenerates 
at some points and therefore does not transform a symplectic form into a symplectic form. 
Similarly we can consider the procedure of symplectic gluing. We prefer to call it a 
symplectic desingularization since it is the analogue of the desingularization f a family 
of projective manifolds with normal crossings. 
Let M0 be a family of projective surfaces Xi with normal intersections. Assume that 
there exists a local smooth manifold M which is fibered over a small disc D C C with 
fibers Mr, t E D. Assume that Mt is smooth for any t ~ 0 and the differential of the 
map is nondegenerate out side of a singular subset in M0. If such family exists we will 
say that M0 is smoothable and depending on the additional structures of M we consider 
this smoothing as an object in different categories--smooth, symplectic, complex. The 
manifold Mt defines a one-dimensional complex vector bundle on M which does not 
depend on t and in fact is trivial bundle on M. Therefore its restrictions to Xi are also 
trivial on any Xi. This gives us a necessary condition for the existence of the smoothing 
of 1140. Then we can smooth this variety if the intersection MoXi = 0 for any i. We 
construct M as the gluing of discs subbundles in the vector bundles Li on Xi. 
The above condition actually means that the restriction of a bundle corresponding to
M on any pairwise intersection Ci,j of X~, Xj is trivial. In particular, Li = - ~ Ci,j. 
The neighborhood of Xi in M0 has a natural embedding into Li since the restriction of 
Li on Ci,j coincides with the normal bundle of Ci,j inside Xj. This defines a gluing 
procedure providing with an open smooth manifold M ~ which contains M0 as a divisor. 
The bundle defined by M0 C M t is trivial on any component Xi. Therefore it is induced 
from the two-dimensional complex corresponding to the graph of M0. It means that we 
can change M'  according to the corresponding cocycle to obtain M which contains M0 
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as a divisor defining a trivial bundle on M. That means we have a complex valued 
function f on M which has M0 as a subset of zero and is locally equivalent o the 
product zl z2z3 of the coordinates defining the components X~. 
Consider the levels f = t for small t. The resulting manifold Mt is smooth. In 
some cases it is projective, but in general there are extra obstructions to make such a 
deformation projective. There is a combinatorial global obstruction for the simplicial 
complex of projective surface to be a projective surface. Namely the group Pic M0 is 
the quotient of the sum of the groups Pic Xi by the relations imposed by intersections 
d : ~ Pic Xi -~ ~ Pic Ci. The obstruction corresponds to the existing of the element 
with coordinates in the ample cones in Pic Xi in the kernel of the projection f .  
If we want to keep the symplectic structure on M it is sufficient o have a corresponding 
element in the union of positive cones K+(Xi )  which satisfy the equation dH(x) = 0 
where dH : ~ H 1,1 ( X i  ) ~ H j ,1 ( Ci,j ) and the map on the individual terms is a restriction 
map. 
We can similarly define a symplectic desingularization for a combination of symplectic 
fourfolds M0 with normal symplectic intersections. We assume that M0 is oriented, which 
means we are given a combination of orientations on X, which are compatible on pairwise 
intersections. In order to have a symplectic smoothing we need to have an element in 
X = (Wl, W2,... , Wn)  with dx = 0 and w~ is the symplectic forms on Xi with a given 
orientation, compatible to the orientation of M0. The above condition says that forms wi 
are equal on the intersections. 
Lemma A.1. Let Mo be as above and suppose that there exists a combination of sym- 
plectic forms x = (w l , . . . ,  w~) with dx = 0 and •Io defines a trivial complex line 
bundle on an)' intersection C~,j. Then the natural smoothing of Mo admits a symplectic 
structure. 
The existence of some solution x implies the existence of a solution x I with w~ 
being in the integer cohomology classes in Hz(Xi,]~). Now we can define a bundle 
L corresponding to the family of classes w~. We introduce a complex structure in the 
neighborhood U of all C.i,j. Since Ci,j is a smooth symplectic fourfold it also has a 
structure of complex projective curve. The variety U has structure of a normal intersection 
of local neighborhoods of complex curves and it has a KS.hler metric defined by the 
density SL in the ample bundle L. The forms wi in the neighborhoods of Ci,j are 
obtained then from the density SL. 
The topological obstruction mentioned above is equivalent to the existence of an em- 
bedding of complex tangent sheaf O(T) on U into a locally trivial three-dimensional 
complex sheaf O(T 3) over Mo with the quotient being a subsheaf of O(U). Let 
i :O(T)  C O(T 3) be such an embedding. The quotient sheaf F is a subsheaf of O 
with a a torsion sheaf O/F  concentrated on the union of curves Ci,j. Constant section of 
O defines then a cocycle in H l (U, O(T)) which defines the first germ of the deformation. 
The elements of this group describe infinitesimal variation of complex structure on U 
which also resolves the singularity of U. 
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Since the values of this cocycle are nonzero at all Ci,j and triple intersection points the 
deformation of the complex structure on U along this cocycle automatically smoothes the 
variety U. Since U is in fact the neighborhood of a graph of complex curves the higher 
cohomology groups with coefficients in the coherent sheaves on U vanish. According 
to the standard theory the latter is sufficient for the existence of the continuation of the 
cocycle (describing the direction of deformation) into a local deformation of complex 
structure. We obtain a symplectic smoothing by K~ihler smoothing of U. Namely we 
define a special density on U which is singular along C~,j and coincides with the the 
density SL outside a smaller neighborhood. 
We deform U into a smooth complex manifold Ut with a K~ihler metric and the 
manifold Mt is obtained after gluing of Ut with a complement to U in M0. The line 
bundle L is defined on the whole family and the density S~ degenerates into a singular 
density on M0. In order to obtain the form wt we deform wi into a singular form with 
complementary residues along the intersections Ci,j. Now we simply create a singularity 
of the type 1/r of the potential of the K~ihler metric without changing it outside the 
neighborhood of a curve. 
Remark A.1. We can choose a symplectic identification of the curves in the intersection. 
In particular, each procedure provides with a big class of new symplectic manifolds 
depending on the chosen isomorphism between curves in the intersection. 
Since we actually have a family of symplectic structures we can also produce sym- 
plectic desingularizations of some families of symplectic urves on the components into 
smooth symplectic urves on the corresponding smooth manifold. 
Remark A.2. Let X = ~ Ri, Ri C X~ be a combination of symplectic urves in M0 
with the property Ri intersect every C~,j transversally and the intersection sets RiCi,j 
and RjC~,j coincide for any i , j  and omits the points of triple intersection. Then the 
curve X deforms into a smooth symplectic urve Xt in Mt with X[  = X 2 = ~ R 2. In 
this way we can construct symplectic urves with many extravagant properties. 
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